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Introduction
Thank you to all three, through this workshop, for giving
me, for giving us the opportunity to return to some experiences
of the time lived during these last three months between the end
of February and May 2020, qualified by many around us and in
the Press from “amazing”, “strange”, “sidérant”. Indeed, this
time we went through has been so new and “surprising” I would
say that it has paradoxically not given us much opportunity to
“metabolize”, in other words, to raise awareness and to
verbalize it… Personally, apart from a few newpaper-articles
relating to the inconsistency in the management of this health
crisis by the Macron french government, I could not, did not
want either to write anything about that was still being
experienced.
This Ecomicrophenomenology workshop provides me
with the perfect opportunity, and it is I must say a blessing,
because I am not sure that I, without this external constraint,
would have started writing anything. Therefore a huge thank
you for taking this initiative!

In this contribution, I would like to offer you two short
moments of reflection. First of all, how the containment period
(confinement) self-generated a different relation to time, second,
how and why this “regained” time (so Marcel Proust) did not
correspond for me to a “liturgical” time (meditating or praying),
how the grounding experience of that time then imposed itself
on me under the term of “fragility”, and what kind of response
to this weakening (fragilisation) finally emerged for me. At
each stage, I will offer you a small microphenomenological selfexplicitation vignette where I have sought to anchor these
intuitions by returning to a few source-moments I experienced
during this time.
A word concerning the term which is the signature of our
workshop and which specifies here the microphenomenological
approach, ecology. I take it here in its primary sense, which is
well identified with the prefix “eco”. In Greek (tracing back to
Aristoteles in his Politics),1 “οἶκος” designates “the house” in
the sense of the home, the center, the nourishing and nourishing
living place, where one is oneself and “entre soi”, unexposed in
the eyes of others, in short, where one “lives” (οἰκέω).
Concretely, I (we) experimented with confinement, forced
home-living, this “regained” place of the house, of "οἶκος". It is
this matrix sense of political ecology, more and before its
contemporary sense of committed discourse for the environment
and nature, that I will have in mind in what follows. Even if, of
course, the lived rediscovered experience of my inner-house is
the prime lever of a rediscovery of the environment, of nature,
of other living beings and of a heightened awareness of the
climate emergency and the probable apocalypse of our world (as
Michaël Foessel in his Critique de la Raison Apocalyptique2).
I. The Time Regained (recovered?): a time without schedule
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As containment took hold over time for us, a number of
my friends told me how it really did not change much for them.
How it was even an opportunity to refocus more on themselves,
to get in touch with themselves, even to no longer undergo the
gaze of others or be exposed to their judgment.
After the first moment of amazement and awareness of
the sudden change that this containment was going to cause,
many of us indeed have rediscovered a different time,
experienced another quality of time, a more “loose” time, with
no schedules, a time “regained” in a certain way in the proustian
sense, a time without time, that is to say without appointments,
with no other obligation than the one I suggest to myself. For
me, at some point, this time received a name. It called itself
“Jouvernex”. Jouvernex indeed is the village in the Alps near
the Leman lake where I go each summer, my family and
ancestral place, a place where I spend every summer and winter
holidays since I was a child, a place where I “find” myself
again, which makes me “enter” in myself again, a place where I
“make solitude”, a place which is deeply evoked by the
beautiful word “vacation ”.
Jouvernex
So here is a first micro-sequence of self-interview which I offer
to you and I invite you to go into this moment with me.
At some point, the word "Jouvernex" crystallized during this
time the intense emotional flavor of a time regained. The
condition of the emergence of the word in my consciousness
was, no doubt, the immersion into a slack time without
deadlines. There was the taste of a different atmosphere from
what my appartment in Paris usually triggers. But there was
more: the constraint to no longer move, to stop going outside,
this is also what I experience each summer at Jouvernex, my
perimeter being in fact limited by the only use of a bicycle. Here

are the conditions of emergence of the word in my
consciousness.
I will evoke now the very moment of the arising of the word. I’m
sitting at the window in the living room, the only place in the
apartment where the sun shines through the window. It is early
in the afternoon. I am surrounded by my “interior garden”: an
olive tree, aromatic plants and flowers. We had lunch with my
daughter. I hold a coffee cup in my left hand. Without doubt I
have recreated without knowing it the concrete conditions (the
afternoon, the sun, the seat, a small garden) of "Jouvernex", but
I don't know it at this moment. I hold in my right hand Simone
de Beauvoir's book La Vieillesse, which she wrote in 1970, and
I feel I am literally “tasting” this moment. Little noise in the
street, voices in the distance. No cars, the street is
extraordinarily empty. I take a few sips of hot coffee. I feel the
heat of the sun on my skin. I feel myself breathing more deeply,
opening my rib cage, as if to fill me with air, my chest broadens,
I get inside the atmosphere of this moment. There is then the
diffuse taste of a familiar atmosphere: I close my eyes and I
visualize the stairs of my house in Jouvernex, the warmth of the
stone, the cherry tree opposite in the garden, the sounds of
magpies and sparrows in the tree, and I hear myself saying
internally: “Jouvernex”. Later I will write a texto to a friend:
"You see, I can't go to Jouvernex, so Jouvernex came to me."
With this word that came to my consciousness, it is my whole
bodily and emotional “archaic” anchorage that was lived
implicitly and that became conscious.
So, like many of us, I actually deeply experienced this
slowdown in time, to the point of telling myself every day, as
the fateful date of the decontainment of May 11th approached,
that I would carry on this containment after this date and make
of this external constraint an inner choice. “Stay at home” would
become the inner barometer of my daily life. This way I would
get rid of the hustle and bustle that makes up our urbanized
lives.

However, despite many incentives, both from a small
voice within myself or from friends who regularly offered me to
participate in meditation, yoga, prayer session in audio or video,
I didn’t “take advantage” of this new “regained” time to
meditate or to pray more or better. I even believe I have
experienced a desert, a void, a kind of meditative and liturgical
poverty. Did I become unspiritual?
There is a curious paradox here: at the time when time is
offered to us a hundredfold, the taste vanishes: I no longer have
the taste; while often praying or meditating are neglected on the
pretext that "I don't have time to"; now, when there is plenty of
time, the desire for what is essential for me recedes. During a
phone call with a friend, I even formulated this as a need for an
“liturgical asceticism”.
If I try to make sense of this borderline feeling of
absurdity, what I sense is an inner move of weakening
(fragilisation) emerging, which I will try to unfold a little bit.
II. The experience of fragility/frailty3
So first, this feeling of inanity/absurdity responds to the
absolute distress of the situation we are living now, and which
we know has no reason not to last.
That is what generated in me this diffuse feeling of
aweakening. It has been written a lot in the media: this unknown
virus confronts us with the essential fragility of our humanity. In
moments of mourning, violent death, loss of a beloved one, we
are confronted with this more intense feeling of absolute
weakening of our being. Each time it is but a fleeting or even a
lasting ordeal, which settles for a time in myself, before
3
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receding into the background of my consciousness. Very I am
taken up again by everyday life and daily interests.
With the arising of this unknown virus, this weakening of
my being was increased tenfold, except that it applied to myself
directly, and not to a fragility of my being experienced by
“proxy” in connection with the loss of others. Thinking about it,
this feeling of embrittlement took place in a social, political and
existential context with at least three dimensions: first, the social
and collective time of the first two weeks of containment (from
mid to end of March) reverberated in myself in the existential
prevalence of a dull anguish of being contaminated without
knowing it and a life on hold, a suspended life waiting each
morning for the emergence of possible symptoms.4 Secondly,
this basic anxiety, that was reactivated each morning when I
woke up with this sentence in mind: “phew, no fever”, was
intensified by the feeling of insecurity caused by the incoherent
political management of the health crisis by the French
government.5 It triggered a feeling of not being at all reassured
and supported by an unequivocal State discourse: a feeling of
abandonment, of increased instability; thirdly, there was the
ambivalence of my relationship to death as being made of both
confrontation and denial, and this ambivalent feeling was
intensified during the health crisis by the obscene mixture of the
counting of deaths every evening in the media and the political
refusal of any support for the dying people and their relatives. 6
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In fact, this existential feeling of extreme fragility I
described it on the basis of its social political context is
anchored in a specific moment to which I would like to come
back now thanks to a small moment of self-interview.
Waking up/Awakening
I named this moment waking up or awakening because it is both
a bodily waking up and an inner awakening. So here is the
second sequence of self-interview I would like to share with you
and which I invite to experience with me.
It is Monday morning. It is the first Monday of March. We are
not contained yet. I wake up and I feel something different
inside of me. During the whole previous week, I have been
buried in my bed, high fever, exhausting dry cough, feeling of
difficulty in breathing. Every morning I look into myself
searching for the worsening respiratory signal that will become:
“go to the hospital now”; or for a feeling of better-being, a sign
of remission. But, every morning, I make the same selfdiagnosis:
same feverish state, same respiratory congestion. I feel that it
can be coronavirus, however I deny and I wait, I watch for signs
... My body is fighting I feel it. Rising fever as the day
progresses, collapse in the evening. But as I woke up in the
morning of March 2, something has changed in my body. I get
up, I inspect myself inside, and suddenly I understand: the fever
has subsided. I walk in the apartment, I check my internal state:
my head is lighter, my forehead cleared, I feel my eyes more
open and, also, suddenly, I feel my rib cage which opens, a
childish pleasure of playing at inspire-expire, an ease and a
jubilation to simply breathe. I just feel “more alive” at the same
time that I feel incredibly more fragile. The tension which
responds to the struggle in the body and mind against what has
rightly been called "the invisible enemy" now meets a relaxation
which results in emotional relief and a huge need to breathe,
literally to expire, as after a shock, to fill your chest to the

bottom to experience the breath, breathe in, breath out, check
that you are still alive.
This feeling of increased breathing, where the lungs
swell and empty, the french writer Maurice Blanchot testifies
very intensivly at the end of his small book-testimony in 1944,
L’instant de ma mort, which magnificently echoes this infinite
opening of life in death, here, of death in life (it's all one):
“The one the Germans were already targeting, waiting only for the final
order, then felt an extraordinary feeling of lightness, a kind of bliss
(nothing happy though), - sovereign joy? The meeting of death and
death? [...] Henceforth, he was linked to death, by a surreptitious
friendship. (...) Then undoubtedly began for the young man the torment
of injustice [...]. However, at the time when the shooting was just waiting,
there remained the feeling of lightness that I could not translate: freed
from life? The infinite that opens? Neither happiness nor misfortune.
Neither the absence of fear and perhaps already the step beyond. I know,
I imagine that this ineffable feeling changed what remained from
existence. As if death outside of him could now only collide with death
within him. 'I'm alive. No, you’re dead.’” 7

I will speak here of fragility. You may have other words
to name this feeling of absolute distress, of immersion in a
situation where the unpredictable disorients all control. You
may prefer to speak of “vulnerability”, “precariousness”, or
even “submission”. In all these terms resonates something of
our passivity, of our being-affected, of a form of undergoing. I
prefer the term "fragility" because it reflects the fundamentally
friable nature of my being. Fragilis in Latin, this is whom can
be broken, whom is “fallible” as the philosopher Paul Ricœur
also says, whom has become aware of one’s flaw, whereby there
is an active recovery of this passive affection. I prefer to speak
of fragility because this experience seems to me more universal,
at least in comparison with the contemporary use of other terms
which name this fundamental passivity, and which designate
social or political categories of people: “vulnerable” people, in
7
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Levinas's case, widows, orphans, 8 or today the elderly, or
people with chronic illnesses9; “precarious” people are, in Hans
Jonas' words the living beings exposed to the risk of death,
namely plants and animals, 10 people who live below the poverty
line, or whose occupation exposes them to hunger; “submissive”
people are typically slaves… or women. 11
Thus,
in
this
context
of
absolute
weakening/embrittlement of being, even the usually operative
supports of meditation or prayer have become meaningless for
me. As if they were still too much "artefacts", time formats
dedicated to meeting, predetermined for my well-being, as the
sociologist Frédéric Lordon analyzes the ambiguous goal of the
meditation sessions offered to employees in companies. 12 A preformatted time, supposedly of return to oneself, ultimately
intended to make productivity at work even more profitable.
Isn’t his new so-called “cognitive” capitalism even more
manipulative (more insidiously) than the one Karl Marx early
denounced in the 19th century?
In short, the current pandemic situation generates distress
such that it makes inoperative (obscene?) dedicated meditation
of prayer moments, abstractly cut off from a continuous daily
rhythm which is only full of dull anxiety, worry, insecurity and
instability. These moments cut off from the real real, separated
from the real real, even framed into a “pre-meditation”, a “postmeditationé” 13 do they not paradoxically reproduce the
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abstraction, the disconnection which haunts our lives always on
the brink of the dissociation of schizophrenia?
Hence this acute feeling of absurdity with regard to these
very “tools”, which are insufficiently powerful here to generate
any genuine reconnection, any true embodiment of my
distressed self. What is left then? Maybe only the emergency of
an “asceticism” as I said, of this pre-formatted liturgy, this
technique offered to our biotech minds, or, to put it another way,
the emergency of a deeper “épochè” (a suspension, a break of
our surimposed preconceptions). The answer comes from a
deeper place: freeing oneself from predetermined “formats”,
“determined” moments, a fortiori, from their caricature: digital
sessions of guided meditation, liturgies with zoom application,
etc. The answer that comes is the face to face encounter between
my distressed self and the absurdity of our situation and, as the
Russian Orthodox Saint Silouane says magnificently: “hold your
spirit in hell and do not despair.”14
What makes me “more alive” in this hellish, apocalyptic
situation? More “living” as I chose to formulate it in the title of
this presentation, rather than more “alive” as we commonly say.
“Living”: this present participle indicates a process, the process
of living, not a state or a being, as “alive” does: to be alive is to
survive. How can we not be just “survivors” who anxiously
await the signals of our imminent possible death, separated from
ourselves, external to ourselves? How can we be “living”: from
within?
These micro-moments that I named “Jouvernex” and
“Waking up/Awakening” and that I self-interviewed a little bit
earlier express the uncontrolled influx of life in me and they
latter questions the collapse of liturgy into a « show ». He writes : « It is not possible
to ‘fabricate’ a liturgical movement – as less as you can ‘fabricate’ a living being –
but you may be part of its development while becoming one with the spirit of the
liturgy.”
14
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bodily express themselves from me through my respiratory
dynamics, which constantly connects and regenerates in me the
internal and the external.
This feeling of becoming more “living”. I have
experienced it more viscerally, cardiacally and emotionally, —
“cardially”15 if I can allow myself this neologism which refers to
the fold of the heart and the affective — in these micromoments when my rib cage my chest suddenly took the air in
full lungs, swelled spontaneously under the influx of air
(internal-external; passive-active: receptive? 16). When I felt the
increased inflow of air into my lungs, breathe in, breathe out...
Involuntary breathing.17
By opening myself to the air flowing in me, I expose
myself, I risk my life. Because, concretely, I could also at any
time inhale the virus (these famous droplets, which remain in
the air ...). But by risking my life, I win it back. I pass from the
status of survivor to that of living. I am more alive at the heart
of the risk I choose to take. Simone de Beauvoir magnificently
expresses this tension with the heroines of Stendhal, who live by
15
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opening up to the unpredictable, the unforeseeable, the
“surprising” dimension of reality:
“[It challenges] the very meaning of life, that of each and everyone. (…)
A passionate and profound woman constantly revises the established
values; she knows the constant tension of freedom without support; in
this way, she constantly feels in danger: she can at any moment win
everything, or lose everything. It is this risk assumed in the anxiety that
gives its history the colors of a heroic adventure. And the stake is the
highest: the very meaning of this existence which is the possession of
each one, her only possession. Mina de Vanghel's aventure may in some
sense seem absurd, but it involves an ethics. ” 18

Thus, becoming more “living” in time of pandemic is
assuming one’s fragility (ones’ internal flaw). It is risking,
exposing one’s identity and integrity. Researches from different
fields, for example in immunology, psychology or politics,
clearly show that “security” normativity is deadly. By exposing
yourself, you immunize yourself; by transgressing, you discover
ourselves; by engaging, you provoke transformations and by
doing all this, you no doubt contribute to change the world and
the others around us. 19
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